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 Institute of Epidemiology and Social Medicine

epidemiology
study and analysis of patterns, causes and consequences of
health and disease conditions in certain populations
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self-willed individuals
quantization of ‘fuzzy’ characteristics
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Population Imaging



Areas of responsibility
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Image segmentation

gray
matter

white
matter

cerebro-
spinal fluid

e.g. 700 ml 550 ml 250 ml



Reliability of brain tissue quantification

Image Acqusition Image Processing Data Processing

intra-subject
intra-scanner

inter-subject

Subject A, Scan 1

Subject A, Scan 2

Subject B

inter-scanner

Scanner A

Scanner B

inter-so�ware

inter-rater

intra-rater

Rater A
Rating 1

Rater A
Rating 2

Rater B

So�wareA

So�ware B

adjustment for
intracranial volume

Proportional
Normalization

Analysis of
Covariance

Residual
Normalization
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Voter transitions

CSF

GM

WM

CSF

GM

WM



The reproducibility problem

It can be proven that most claimed research findings are
false. […] Simulations show that for most study designs and
settings, it is more likely for a research claim to be false than
true.
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Meta-Research

Meta-Research is known as ‘research on research’ as it uses
research methods to study how research is done and where
improvements can be made.



Neuro-protective substances
Preliminary results

 35 substances presumed to protect brain from
cell loss after stroke

 1984 – 2017

 330 studies
208 preclinical animal experiments
75 early clinical trials
47 phase-III studies

 > 6,000 animals

♂ > 50,000 human subjects



Effect sizes of preclinical animal experiments
Preliminary results
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Effect sizes of phase-III trails
Preliminary results



Pooled effects for different quality scores
Preliminary results
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Requirements

Medical physics might be an option if you…

enjoy engineering, coding/informatics
are willing to learn ‘medical language’
are willing to acquire knowledge of anatomy, physiology and
some clinical basics
are prepared for interdisciplinary teamwork (with all pros and
cons)
like to work independently
can cope with working in a hospital



Education und training

degree programs
BSc/MSc at universities of applied science
MSc via distant learning
PhD programs

training courses
professional societies
manufacturer
summer schools

self-study
textbooks / internet
dialogues with other scientists
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My opinion: Colleagues and supervisors
most people you meet…

have no scientific background
dislike maths
have no idea what data processing and programming mean

typical supervisors…
are 58–65 years old males
avoid seminars for employee motivation and personnel
management?
more interested in their career than in patient care/science?

better look for…
other physicists, statisticians, engineers, computer scientists
motivated technical assistants, workshop employees, IT
specialists
biologists, chemists
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Contracts and payment

 fixed-term contracts, even in patient care
for open-ended contracts: strong advocate and lot of pa-
tience needed

 no room to negotiate for scientists
collective agreements in public owned hospitals
(TV-L, TVöD)
special regulations in church-owned hospitals
company agreements in private institutions

 pay group depends on job specification not academic
qualification!



Thanks for using Medical Physics

Evaluation

fascination ⋆⋆⋆⋆⋆

curiosity ⋆⋆⋆⋆⋆

flexibility ⋆⋆⋆⋆

circumstances ⋆⋆

payment ⋆⋆⋆

Would you recommend Medical Physics to a friend?

✓ yes  no but not @UKM
Comments:

- think twice, circumstances can be really bad
- check conditions carefully



University Hospital Münster
operated by: North Rhine-Westphalia

 45 departments
39 institutes

 1,460 beds

 72,000 inpatients
440,000 outpatients / year

 10,000 employees
940 physicians ∗

1,800 nurses ∗

320 social occupations ∗

320 technical assistants ∗

150 administrative assistants ∗

∗ Full Time Equivalents
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